Syllabus

Programme and activities:
1. Session February 11th
   Orientation. Making a Plan. Formulate and Reformulate Research Questions
   Assignment: Writing a proposal
2. Session March 11th
   Critical and focussed literature review.
   Assignment: Concept Map/Poster + oral presentation
3. Session April 15th
   Methodological Approaches
   Assignment: Work in Progress- oral presentation and discussion
4. Session May 11th
   Analysis and Results Interpretation. Data and Results visualisation
   Assignment: Work in Progress- oral presentation and discussion
5. Session June 3rd
   Master Thesis presentation and debate I
   Assignment: Work in Progress- oral presentation and discussion
6. Session June 17th
   Master Thesis presentation and debate II
   Assignment: Abstract

Assessment

Proposal (research research questions, methodology and calendar): 20%
Concept Map or Poster: 20%
Oral presentation and debate on work in progress (strengths and weaknesses) focused on data analysis or conclusions: 35%
Abstract: 25%
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